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PROBLEM

Setting the Table for ATO Prevention
Account takeover (ATO) attacks on eCommerce
companies are increasing. Organized criminal networks
look to profit from consumers’ lax password reuse habits
by leveraging cheap stolen credentials and low-cost
botnet time to launch account takeover attacks at scale.
Meanwhile, companies often lack the data required to
generate identity insights on their own.
The result is ATO fraud. It’s costly in many ways: lost
revenue, lost customers, brand damage, chargeback
fees and regulatory penalties. For every dollar of fraud,
U.S. eCommerce merchants lose $3.90—and customer
trust. More than 40% of consumers have avoided doing
business with a company online to protect their personal
data.1
When ATO fraudsters steal loyalty points to make
purchases or swap with other criminals, unsuspecting
customers log on to find their accounts drained. To
prevent ATO attacks, prevent fraud and protect their
customer relationships, a global hospitality reservation
platform chose Deduce for accurate, frictionless login
protection.

A Proven Data-Use Model
Redeployed for Security
Deduce understands the value of shared data
because its leadership team came from the ad tech
industry, where shared data is the standard for valuing
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A global hospitality platform needed to
prevent account takeovers without creating
user friction or rejecting good customers.
SOLUTION

Deduce Customer Alerts provided threat
detection, friction-free customer logins
and seamless customer alerts when extra
authentication was required.
RESULTS

• 30% better fraud detection than Google
reCAPTCHA v.3.
• Friction-free user authentication in 300
milliseconds or less.
• Better customer experience and retention,
with tens of thousands of false positives
prevented.

placements and setting rates. Deduce spent two years
applying what they know about the power of comingling
properly permissioned data to bring more than 150,000
websites—and over 400M U.S. profiles generating
more than 1B daily logins—into the Deduce Collective
Intelligence Platform.
The network data and proprietary rules allow Deduce to
track more than 100 attributes to sort good users from
fraud attacks in real time for clients ranging from SMBs
to Fortune 500 enterprises.
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When a user logs in, Deduce compares their identity signals to the data in the Deduce Identity
Network, generates a login risk score and alerts customers of high-risk login attempts.

Friction-Free Logins, Real-Time Alerts
Customers worry about fraud, and they don’t like
to wait. Login delays can cause them to leave the
reservation platform and go to a competitor. Deduce
needed 300 milliseconds or
less—as low as 100 ms—to
process and score each
login, so good users had a
frictionless experience.

and rewards points—and protected the platform from
fraud-related losses and penalties.
Deduce identified valid logins that the hospitality
program had flagged as possible fraud. That helped
the platform avoid rejecting up to 50,000 users, which
could have driven many of them
away permanently. One-third to
40% of consumers will abandon
an ecommerce outlet after a
decline2, which represents a
loss of the customer’s lifetime
value.

“Deduce saved over 50,000
legitimate logins that our
incumbent system had
flagged as fraudulent.”

Meanwhile, bots got blocked.
When a login risk score
matched or exceeded a
Deduce Customer Alerts
threshold set by the hospitality
also built trust by showing
- Chief Information Security Officer,
platform, Deduce immediately
Global Hospitality Platform
customers that the hospitality
sent an email alert to the
platform was protecting their
address associated with the
accounts. That’s key because
customer. Each branded,
82% of customers say a companies’ trustworthiness is
personalized alert included the login attempt location, IP
more important now than a year ago.3 With Deduce the
address, device type and buttons so the customer could
platform can keep the customers that drive growth and
instantly verify or deny the login.
revenue—and keep ATO attackers out.

Better ATO Prevention and CX
The results for the hospitality program were strong.
Deduce outperformed reCAPTCHA v3 by 30% at
detecting attempted logins by bots. Each ATO that
Deduce blocked protected a customer’s account data

Protect Your Revenue and Your
Trusted-User Experience
See what the Deduce Collective Intelligence Platform
can do for your business. Request a demo.

FOOTNOTES:
1. https://www.cutimes.com/2019/02/07/half-of-consumers-abandon-online-retailers-after-fraud-incidents-survey-finds/?slreturn=20210816221653
2. https://www.merchantfraudjournal.com/false-declines-costing-business-more-realize/
3. https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/research/salesforce-state-of-the-connected-customer-4th-ed.pdf
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